Iatrogenic drug dependence--a problem in intensive care? Case study and literature review.
Use of sedative and analgesic pharmacological agents is a widespread practice in intensive care units (ICUs). Mainly, this involves opioid and benzodiazepine analogues, both known to induce dependence/tolerance states. This paper is based on a clinical scenario in which a patient treated with these agents developed problems when they had been discontinued, and exploration of the extent of such problems generally. The problems range across a wide range of domains and may include physical discomfort, difficulty weaning from respiratory assistance and the drugs, and the problems of short- and long-term psychological distress. Although there may be a recognition that these drugs can typically cause dependence problems, little emphasis has traditionally been given to assessing these problems in ICUs. Yet the ICU may be an area where these drugs are used in high volumes. The recognition, physiology, management and prevention of iatrogenic drug dependence/tolerance in critical care environments is elucidated, with reference to relevant literature.